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I

Propositi
hope to show that there is s oosltiv©

rel tionshlp between the health knowledge
and the

health habits of the pupils in the Junior
classes of
hl-h ochools in certain Connecticut y alley
towns
by:

(1) a study of the scores of pupils fron dif-

ferent towns on two health questionnaires;
(t) examination of the scores obtained by
boys

and by ^lrle on the questionnaires;
(3) consider tion of the scores on the question-

naire*, obtained by pupils who hare, an J by
those vho hawe not studied biology or

hygiene in high school; and by
(4) oo-v> >rieon of scores of all

-u-

ile inv*stl-

-ated.

The purpose of this thesle is to deteraine

whether or not there la any rein tlonship between the

health koowledt*n which a hi^h school pupil possesses

and the health habits which that pupil practises.
Up to the present tlse, there has been such

health to^ehinc, and recently its results haw© been

tested In various ways.

i?aay

teste of the health

Knowledge of high school pupil* have been nade
In
connection with specific courses In hygiene,
physiology, and biology, and with lectures,

eaisps,

*oy and Oirl noout teaching, and health clubs.

There

have also been soae studies of health habits of
high
school pupils by tests, observations, or physical
la:tlona, and ptudy of WWiit|lin ro-ultlmfro-

certain health habit*,

however, there appears to have

been no study of the relationship between health

knowledge and health habits asong high school children.
General observation has led to the assumption that knowledge of health habits, when increased

by health teaching usually results in better habits.
It has also been assuned th*t one does not practice

all one know*.

In tils study the author

attests

to

determine by scientific act hod 3 *hat. If any, relationship there a*y be between the health knowledge and the

health habits of pupils of the Junior classes in high
-.7..

-I-

of certain Connecticut Valley NNMHfci

Tt

||

hoped that the facte discovered will give soae aeasure

of the rel itionshio between health knowledge and behavior aoong all high school pupils, and thus be adaptable to the sore effective teaching of health.
If we know that there is a relationship be-

-3-

l5Mn

habits and health knowledge, we
shall be
better able to judge whether or not
health teaching
has any value.
If we know what factors Influence
knowledge

sad habits, respectively, we shall be
.lie to sake use
of those factors In teach In health.
|

If we know the relationship between
the
health knowledge and habits of those
puplle who h*ve
studied biology or hygiene in high school
and those who
have not studied the above biological
subjects, we shall
b» able to indicate the effectiveness
of our biology
and hygiene clashes In teaching health.

This knowledge aay, therefore, be
applied

toward increasing the efficiency of health
teaching,

increasing transfer froa knowledge to habit, and
thus,
Improving the health of school children.

In choosing the grou? on which to carry
out

thto Investigation, it was found desirable to
take pupils
srho

had already studied biology or hygiene (if they

Intended to rtudy it,) In order to consider the effect

of this teaching on their knowledge and habits.

?Unce

the majority of the puplle in the high schools
unier

obeervatlon studied biology in the Pcphorsore year, and

since their biological instruction had
been e*wpieted
recently enough for the Important facta
to be freah In
their Mnds, the pupils of the Junior
claaa seesed to
be the noet suitable group.
The nature of the investigation
called for
two kinds of information about this
group, the first

pertaining to their general health knowledge,
and the
othax concerning their actual health behavior.
The

only

me

mane of determining

the pupil's health knowledge

to ask his in soee manner.

The oral set hod of

questioning was impracticable, both becauee
of the ties
consumed and because of the oereonal factors
which
ntrht influence replies. The written tent,
therefore
appeared to be the sore feasible s«thod.
larr-cr :i3ount

Probably a

of Icfornatlon ei^ht have been obtained

fron the pupil by discussion type questions, but
in

order to avoid the Inevitable subjectivity of puch
a
test, a «ore objective type of tost was chosen.

This

test was In the fors of a questionnaire, ci^de
up of

thirty questions, ten of which were mult iUe-s'ho lee

Questions to be answered by underling words whioh
would
aafce

hygienically correct etatenents.

tsore slEsole,

The other twenty

epecific questions regarding proper hygienic

procedure and the reasons for certain health habits. ?aeh

of these might be answered in a vexy few *©rd».

The

questionnaire is reproduced below.

"

°-

——

—

...

Age

Underline all the mr&a which would sake the follosinr
statements correct.

U

I Junior in High School should sleep at least S.
8, 10, 12 hours every sight.

2. "ilk, candy, fruit, gpMM vegetables, hot dogs,
coffee, bread and butter, should be eaten every day.
w. U-*ht should strike your etudy table fros* the
left,
froE the right, from above, fro© In front of you.

4. Iterate should always be washed before eating

MP

thin^ because they look nicer, disease geras are
less likely to be taken in the south, it is sore
polite.

5. Tou should allow everyone, no-one t vour friends, to

use your

eossb,

posderpuff, tovml and drinking oup.

6* Tou should not bite your fingernails because they
"•row to look ugly, there are ©any cense on and under
t&ea, the pieces of fingernail swallowed Btgtt stake
you sick, other people do not like to see you do it.
?. To keep your digestive syetes in
should drink 6
asses of rcater,
vegetables, exerciee, have bowel
laxative, eat between sseals, eat
tired, every day.

p

good condition you
eat fruit and
isovef5ent, take
when you are

MM

0. Tou should sleep with your windows closed, open at
leant one inch top and bo t toe, ride onen every itgfrlj

9.

hlrh ROhool pirril should smoke as often as he
^runts to, once In a while, never.
ft

10. "hen you cough you should turn your head nw>y fron
people, cover your nouth with a handkerchief, or your
hand, nay no attention to where you cough.

Answer these .ueotions briefly, oo^lcte sentences
-re
not neoeasary If one word will answer the question.
11 • Tto* often should one bathe?
12. ^nutt g||«U you Jo to keep the teeth In good condition?
13.

'tots can we care for cur eyes and seep
the® In pood
health?

14. Bfcc can you orevftnt catching colda?
15. '?hnt should you do to protect others when you have
"old?
:

hy is a clean

nasi ill llWftfaf etr-ry

lay

jiijiiyf

n

mil

17. "I-ouM a high (school pupil drink tea and coffee?
hy or why not?

16.

MM

is the harm in uslns a towel used by others?

13. -That should you do at once when you out or aoratd)
yourself?
20. fl&ould any food be eaten between aeals?

21. -There do we find Titanins?

'Thy

If so what?

do we need then?

32. Should everyone have sosc outdoor exercise evervday?
How such Twuld you think necessary?
23. What is the use of sunshine in relation to your ova
health?
-1.

".,.:t

is the -urpose of the °ehlck test?

25. What is the purpose of the Dick teet?
28.

FJow

ouch Bilk should you drink dally?

Why?

27. Why should you put on clean clothes often?

20. Should pencils and finders be allowed to get In your
rsouth?
Why?

20. fthould you spit on floors, sidewalks and other public
places?
nhy or why not?
30.

"hy should you not drink out of a cur fro® which
some one cleo has been drinking?

The health habit type of infonantion which
was needed waa sore difficult to obtain.

The ideal

nethod would have been to observe each child personally,

at none, at school, and at play.
lnposaible for a "Urge croup.

Obviously this was

Another sethod which would

have been quite satisfactory would have been to send
..uentionnuiree about the child* e health h-iblts to the

parents.
isany

However, this wae not practicable, because

parents resented the in^uisitlvenoss of the

rvuee-

tior.nalrcs since answers reflected the hose condition?

and training of the child;

rcsny

parents sere foreign

bore, (chiefly Polish,) and unable to
*n;

Ilea;

reacl

and write

and parents often knoiv very little about their

ohildrer*,, even in

Batters of health, due to business,

carelessness, or the concealment of certain habits by
the child.

Therefore the direct H uectionmilre aethod
waa again chosen as a iseans of obtaining infonsation

about the puplla* health habite.

This questionnaire was

nade up of fifty questions, the first forty-two of which
were sirsple specific questions as to definite

1

1th

— fi-

lial) i

ts ,

to be answered,

in many cases by "yes" or "no",

In other lneta?ices by one or two words.

There was no

correction for jessing, because the child was assumed
to be answering, in a reasonably truthful manner, as to

his own habits, not as to what he thought would be
right.

The basis for assuming a reasonable degree of

truthfulness in answers was the article by Wm

Davis,

"Questionnaire Method in Health Education", 1 which presents evidence that answers to a questionnaire used in
the health survey of a city school system aay be con-

sidered truthful.

Furthermore, pupils were assured that

all information was to be used statistically, and not

against them personally,
Tvsre

there possible, questionnaires

signed with numbers rather than names.

I'orever,

certain habits were checked by asking for the

information in two different ways.

pages 10 and

11,

sac.e

(Bee questions 22 and

'ealth hriblt questionnaire.)

seven questions were of the multiple- choice
true answer to be checked or underlined.

The last
tyrse,

the

The habit

:uectionnalre io reproduced below.

•Davis, w. w., "Questionnaire "ethod in Health Education*
Klenentary 3chool Journal, 23:378-38G, June, 1923.

HRALTR HABIT QUESTIONNAIRE

mi
Hve

you studied T?lology or
?*yglenc In Dlgh School?

or 01 rl

**oy

I. Do you eat fruit every day or nenrly every day?

2* Bo you take at le^et one hour** exercise out of
T
"ov long dsee it tnire you to
doors every day?
do walk?
if
you
walk to school,
Zm Do you do exercio c every d&7?

4. Do you wash your hands, anas, face, and neck every
day with wars satcr and soap?
5. Do you brush your teeth every day?
C. T*aa anybody

eject

ta« cchool :.urce or

U l ever

tft tf

examined your eyes?
?. Doee the light strike the table where you study
from the left side, fros above, fron In front of you?
8. Do you aliraya curry a clean handkerchief?

D.

"hat if anything do you do to protect othere

-.rhen

you cough?
10. Do you have

r.-ony

colds?

II. Do you cough such?
IS, Do you gargle when you have a sore throat?

13. Do you near high-heeled shoes for school?
14. Do you drink coffee slnsont every day?

every day?
15. Do you drink tea every day or alnost
one else ueec?
16. Wgm you a conb of your own that no
u*ed by anyone
17. Do you ever uee a conb which has been
else?
1C

.

:"o

you

ilva:ys

wash your hands before eating?

-10-

19. Do you bite your finder nails?
:.:).

Do you scrub or clean your fln-emalle every day*

21. ^ould you uce a towel in a theatre, church or
gyrmaslus vhloh had been used by ar.yonc else?

22. Do you have a towel for your own use at hone?
23.

!)o

you ever drink out of

a cup froa vhich »o»e one

else has tiken a drink?
24. Do you spit on sidewalks, floors, or other public
places?

3.

£»ve you ever had Schick test?

28.

Bm

you ever had the ^tck teet?

~7. rave you every been Inoculated against any oontagiouc

diseases?

shleb ones?

28. Do you put pencils and other such objects in your
nouth?

29. Do you have a regular bevel move sent every day?
30* Do you handle unwrapped food in store©?

kept
Zl, po you personally oee to it feet rubbieh is
out of your backyard?
33. Do you
32.

!>o

Mi

anything except fruit between pseals?

you drink silk every day?

24. mint tiae did you go to bed last nl/*ht?
35.

Owl tiae did you get up this Horning?

or other
36. Do you use either iodine, nercurochrose
scratches?
antiseptic on cute and
37.

V.ov

often do you change your stock ln«r«?

38. *toore do your shoes sear out firct?
the cole, near the toe?

In the middle nt

the outside or ftftH
39. Do your heels *ear out faster on

11

40, Do you try to keep your backbone straight when
sitting and standing;?

41.

1M&J you
uced?

ever use • towel trMch soweenc else bad

ycu swla?
*ould you
hour after dinner?

.-o

striates in"

rdthin an

Snderllno the correct answer in each of the following.
43. Do you cake up by yourself every coming, do you
have an alarss clock to awaken you, or does soec one
call you?
14. Do you tike a bath In the tub once a week, twice a
sreek,

dally?

45. Do you go to a dentist regulurly onoe a year, every
6 months, occasionally?

46. Do you

s'-soke?

?very day?

Monetises?

47. Do you drink alcoholic beverages?

Wever?

Of ten J

Dosetiaes?

Sever?
I

.

Is your weight about normal?
Under weight?
Hot? mich?

40. "o you take a laxative?

Dally?

Over weight?
Often?

nueh?

Occasionally:

50. Do you drink 6 glasses of water every day?

Less?

flew

3 glasses?

-12

It would have been lsjpoeaible to obtain

information about every health habit or all the health

knowledge which a high echool child should hare.

Safety

education, Rental hygiene, and aex knowledge and behavior, all of which are i~->ortant phases of health edu-

cation were entirely osltteJ due to the practical impos-

sibility of obtaining accurate reeponeea.

ifovertheleses,

these questionnaires attest to test enough different
hc .lth habits, and enough knowledge to give a good index

of the attitude toward health, and an indication of the

general health knowledge and habita.

It will be noted

that there are aone que* t lone on personal habits, In

relation to cleanliness, exercise, sleep, care of feet
and eyea, etc*, and sone on cotammlty health habita in

relation to prevention of a- read of disease, such aa

cleanliness in bnck yards to prevent fly and mosquito
breeding, artificial ia&unlty, and handling of food in
stores*
In construct in? the questionnaires, nuaorouo
fetgl

1
echool textbook* of biology and hygiene vere con-

^"ttenrtt *illiae ft., "Civic &nd Teonoeic Biology*,
P. !Haki8toa*e "one and fosnany., 1923.
harper and
leaker, ft- Jose-bine, •Child rygiene",

Bvet&ere^ 1925*
Orucnberg, **enja»ln r., "biology and ^uaan Life",
1925.
Cinr. and fJomany,
(continued on next page)
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sultad, in order to find what health habits and

knowledge were

r.oet

health questions
A lint

emphasized.

fro*?

Several llete of

e&gazlnee were also consulted.

was sade of the phases of health which a high

cchool Junior would be expected to know and practice,
as suggested by reference to the above sources.

About

three questions were composed relative to each subject

on the

Hot.

In these the writer attempted to attack

the subject froes three different points of view to

avoid low scores due to varying points of ewphasie on
the ease habits in different schools.
trerft

These questions

then subsitted to <*le© Kethcr Bavlce, Aselotunt

"aeeachueettc
Re ce arch Professor of *o»e ^conories at
formulating
Ptate "olle^e, who has had experience in
probleeae.
health quest lonnal res, expeclally on food

questions were
After discussion rith *l»s Savies soae

coswreheneion by
oaittod, sany re-worded for eaoier
lvic^iolory*,
"odl^~CliftoTF. and !>awson, Jean,
Olnn and row any, 1918.
-ill lan, "A "i*ic H*Xt0% Mexican
'Mnter,
»ook Coapany, 1914.
S, *o. 5, pairs
Hygela, -fan Tou Answer These", Vol.
225, ^ay, 1927
Vol. 5, Ho. «, cage
^ysreia, *^un Tou Answer These",
308, June, 1927.
Living Things-, Ciinn
"cier, W.H.D.. -The <Hudy of
,
and Coepany, 1922.
ft t
W»U
*«rjr „
Beginners-,
for
»oon, T.J., biology
and "ots*?any t 1921.
(continued on next page;

~

:

—
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inonture ainda, and a fe» questions added.

The habit

questionnaire was then »Sven experimentally to a fe*

hi^h school pup lie,

'tome

quest lone evidently needed

rc-Rtnte»ent, and, accordingly, ^ere ehnnged.
The knowledge .jueetionnaire, which win ©ado
in ?juch the

msq

way, and to cover practically the cane

pbsae* of health, asked what the pupil believed to be
specific
the correct practice for health, and reasons for

health procedure*,

miere&s, in

asot*t

cases, it is advis-

care
able to have logical sequence in a questionnaire,
here,
was taken not to have complete logical sequence
answers, "he
in order to avoid suggestion of desirable
to
habit questionnaire was presented first, in order

right
prevent any indications of what should be the
carrying over froa the knowledge questionnaire.

mm**

to
The knowledge questionnaire did not attestpt

school Junior
cover all the health knowledge which a high
information conshould have, but did attest to cover
health habits
cerning a representative ?roup of important

i7*T and Hunt,
HMI,
Welfare", Hacalllan Coopany,
""ft.*.,

Fuesan

M

1925.
and bailey,
Peveley,
^allwood,
4.
»'t 0w "iology*, Mlyn and "aeon, 19,.
Its Thassan
Piologyi
""odam
-oner, ^enry ^*i~ht.
19-6.
ecta", r>.~- Tteath and ^ostpany,
*p-lied",
Millar, J.F., Personal ryciene
launders Oosoany, 19* e.
Another* t 58:«S,
*otsana ttowe Co-np anion, "Ask "e
February 1929*

UU

-15-

and accepted health standards, whle* would indicate
the a -aunt of knowledge possessed.

The questionnaire

essayed to test the pupil's knowledge ae to what is the

beet health heh&vlor, and also hie knowledge of why
that specific behavior In beneficial to health.

All pupils In the classes were required to

answer both questionnaires, because they were distributed by the authority of the principals of the schools.

This Increased the chances of random sampling, Baking
the conclusions frost this study acre applicable to high

school pupils In general, than If returns were less

oorrlste.

tbenorcr, due to absence, only one .ques-

tionnaire was filled out by a pupil, this was discarded.

Other discarded cases

crore

those impossible of Identi-

fication because of slsslnf; or fictitious signatures.
These two sets of questionnaires

t?ere

taVen

hlpn
to the principals of certain Connecticut ''alley

schools, with written Instructions to the principal,

asking

hiss to

collect the data on the habit grip

tlon.:aire first, to see

with an Identifying

narae

t..

it

ill of then were aarfced

or nuaber, and to return a

list of the Intelligence quotients with thea.

Ths

Included.
following note to be read to the pupils was also

1ft.

H&te J& be

roaj, to. the.

pu-Uq before

the

These questionnairon are a part of a study of
health habits in Connecticut Yaliey hl£h schools.
True answers are absolutely essential to obtain the
necessary information. You aay feel free to answer
those question!; truthfully, for the replies are to
ho used only statistically, not in connection with
at all*
your

MM

Questionnaire number one, consisting of tbree
;.;a~es*

"est of these questions say be answered by "yes*
or "no", or in a very foe- r.-ords. "lease csake your
vr- brief.
•

Questionnaire nunber two, consisting of two pages.
The first ten questions are to be answered by
ufiurllnin^ the cords which sake the statements correct.
underIf one word is distinctly better tlan the others,
are
phraoee
or
words
sore
or
t»o
if
but
line only one.
a
oocolcte
sake
would
lot
&
all
underline
true,
c j
statement.
rite the replies to the other twenty questions
the
on Ifce questionnaire, but if the space under
tn
of
number
question is not large enough, put the
f
after
tie second pare
Mfptlon and it* NftMftf
Tou need not naks sentences of your answers, but
SC.
natter under
if csore than one factor contributes to the
t^ea.
of
-\u::-11cr.tlon, be sure t; rtate all

N

MUM

in
These notes w re alike for all the school e,
standard instrucorder to gl»e all the pupils as nearly
for these notes were
tion* as possible. The chief reasons
perfectly clear to
to increase reliability by taring it
not be used apilnet
the pupils that their replies would
that they stated all
then personally, and to make sure

-17-

the factors which they knew in answer to questions.
The questionnaires we res then returned and
*raiod.

All grading was done by

MM

investigator with

the exception of about 50 copies, which were graded
'iiiiiiiig

her careful personal supervision.

In grading,

all questions were given equal weight, and aarted on

a percent scale.

This cleans that, in the habit test

each question counted two, and, in the knowledge test

each counted three and one-third percent.

Accepted

health standards, especially those recosireended by the
American Child Health Association, were used as the

basis for constructing a key score which was used in
correcting*

All antwern received for

erich

question

sere given an arbitrary value according their deviation fro- hygienic standards accepted by reputable
"
:

"...

orders.

Limitations of this Baflfa

One of the chief Hesitations of this study
ic the possibility that any difference between the

score on the health knowledge tests and henlth hahit
tests nay be due to an unrecognised difference In the

difficulty of the tests.
The reliability of the data is also United
by the truthfulness of the replies to the questionnaires.

-18-

The neoeseary
ro'-c

or.!

anion of aeosurenent of

Important health habits and knorledre In Rental

hygiene, safety habits, and sex behavior Is another

limitation.
"1 g to rl cal ^ ta tonen.t

Anatocy, physiology, biology, and, in soeo
oases. nyplcnc, have lon.3 been taupht In hiph school,

bat the teaching of health in high schools is of
relatively recent date.

The creation of the Society

for Prevention of Cruelty to Children in 1S75 was the
first recognition of official responsibility for child

health and welfare in this country, and the first
division of child hygiene of

1

mxnicl^al health depart-

«ent was that established in Sew Tort in 1908, but the
rosth of such organizations has been very rapid since
tlint

Use, and today we have a large number of national,

federal, county, municipal, and private oriranioatlons

which are wort in? for child health in this country.
Aseriean Chili
Soae of the oost Important of these are the
"calth -crvlce,
!:ciItb-ftMoe! itioa, anltod t iter Public
'

the Metropolitan

T.lfe

Insurance Goeoany, Aaerioan Medical

Association, laerlcan Social *»ypiene Association,
Education
national Tuberculosis Ass,ociation, and National

Association.

Ail are doing important work in teaching

health, and are of -real -sslstanee to the schools In

health teaching Is obviously of no

their health ^ork.

vr.lue unices it issrioeee t e health kno^led^e and actual

health of both the Individual child

MM

the race, no

as soon as health teaching was established, and even

before it was standardised at all, health workers desired
to measure results.

Several means for dete rain In? results of health

teaching have been attempted.
•-n?*:er

m«

At first the health

concerned as to whether or not the child ©ac

profittinjr In increased knowledge by the teaching, and

the early tests attempted to aeasure the extent of this

knowledge.

Soon workers wished to ascertain the results

in better health habits and laproved health status, and

accordingly devised scans for so doing.

At prepex-.t the

1
results of health teaching are cheeked by (1) anatonlcal

and physiological

rs

ensures of health status such as

physical exaalnatlone, corrections of defects, weight
for
:

1

af*e

and height, posture photographs, less lassitude,

decrease in absences froa school; (2) by written

writtests of health knowledge, theses, and posters; (3)

Health ^ducvtlon - r e?ort of Joint Cosclttee on Health
~ro' lerse" - 1930, page 146.
- Anerican Child
*!?«»aitb Trends In Secondary Education*
139-142.
71-74,
tfealth Association, 1027, pages
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ten tests and observations of health attitude; (4)

observations of health activities, such as noting

lunches chosen at cafeteria, hone projects in health,
daily personal inspection of hands, fingernails, and
general appearances in school, and observations of

reading and posture habits; (5) self checking on health

practices with use of score cards, dally diaries, or
occasional habit questionnaires; (6) rating of others
on health practices, as in the "Guess

flfho*

type of

test where a child is asked to narae the child in the
roora

whose habits correspond with those of a descrip-

and
tion; and (7) demonstrations of health skills

and
knowledge such as are required for fed Cross, Boy

certificates.
Cirl "eout, and Camp Fire Girl badges and
Since we are concerned only itlth health

may pass
knowledge and health habits in this study we
discussion.
over the other types of measurement without
of the
Very little has been accomplished in the study
health habits,
relationship between health knowledge and
of history for
but It is necessary to have a background
to understand
each of these iteias separately in order
them.
significance of any work done on both of
the

may
cocpoeed.

tests of health information have been

ordinary
Some of these were in the form of

-21

classroom examinations in the school subject In connection with which health was taught.

Such teste have

been given by practically every school teacher of
too
biology, hygiene, and physical education, and are

numerous and too common to need discussion.

Aside from

the classroom examinations, written health knowledge

questionnaires have been devised by most of the efficient
investicounty and city health organizations, private
departgators interested in health, and by the research

ments of national organizations.

These have been in the

and1
nature of written and oral health questionnaires,
and multiple
written tests of the true-false, completion
by Franzen. 2
choice types, and the story test described
tests developed
Of these the only objective and reliable
Test" 3
ere the "Gates-Strang Health Knowledge
so far

of Columbia University,
nade by Arthur Gates ana Ruth Strang
Franzen of the
and the tof»ts investigated by Raymond
The Gates-strang test
American QUO* Health Association.
three to twelve, an d is compos ed
is rcade for use in grades
Tests - American
l-Franzen, Raymond, "Health EducIuoT
Child Health Association, lJ*y.
the Joint Oomittee on
2,-nealth Education- - Report of
of W.S.A. and A.
nealth Problems in Health Education
1930 revision, page 150.

r.r.c. 1925.

./v.
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of 84 quest iona of the multiple choice type, to be

answered by placing a check before the correct answer.
This test consists of questions on food, ventilation,

posture, sanitation, disease prevention and control,

accident prevention and body care.

It Is inclusive,

covering practically all the important phases of health
except mental and box hygiene.

It is the consensus of

opinion that the Oates-Btrang test Is the beet health

knowledge test yet devised,
sists of five separate tests.

Franze^s test series conThe first contains a

number of rules of health, and the pupil Is to mark the
five rules which he would like to follow for one month.

This is primarily a choice test, but also measures information.

The second Is a group of stories, containing

health Issues, and the child is to underline the things

good for health and cross out those trhich are bad for
health.

The third, the so-called "Tirae Test* consists

of a list of health activities which the child is to
day, once
mark as to whether they should be done once a
matching test in
a week, or once a year. The fourth is a
matched with state
which articles or activities are to be

another column.
ments or characterisations printed in
regarding health.
The fifth 1* a true-false test of items
tests,
As Is the case with the health knowledge
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©any health habit testa have been devised.

One of the

by
no re or 1 slim* and In t Greeting was the method used
!

r.

Stella B. Vincent of the nepartaent of Psychology,

1
Chicago Horoal School.

This was not a formal teot at

her class keep
all, but a requireaent that the pupils In
every half hour,
a comolcte diary for one nontb, entered
whether they
of exactly what they were doing, why, and
enjoyed it, and any other emotional

re-

otlons.

This was

habits, and
intended to Indicate physical health, actual

aental health.
County Health
In Hew Jersey, the Huntington
questionnaire 1
Association has outlined an oral habit
school inspection of
to be used In the dally and weekly
The dally inspection
the Tfuntlngton County Health Clubs.
questions about
questionnaire asks specific and objective
the preceding day. The
ten Important health habits of
"Did you take a bath last
weekly questions were only two,
cup
use your osn towel and drinking
? eek«? and -Did you
,

every day last week"?
work, food scores
In connection with nutrition

published,
and questionnaires are often

An

wangle of

mucatlon Confereneo''-of the Chicago Health
1926, page
A^erlcan Child Health Association,
Hygiene-- Harpers 19*5,
2.Ba)cer, S. Josephine- "Child

T^"ort
»

pages 461-463

WU
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thcse may be found on the back of the Extension Leaf-

let 130, Massachusetts ntate College Extension service.
This is excellent in regard to food habits, but, of
course, does not test any other habits.

Professor C. K. Turner of Massachusetts
Institute of Technology who directed the

,,,f

alden studies

in Health Education 11 used a habit questionnaire to send
to parents and children, and checked this with individ-

ual health records, grouc records of growth, opinions
of teachers, nurnes, and principals.

His questionnaire

was based on the questionnaire used by the American

Child Health Association in their survey of eighty-six
cities, and was checked with it.

Health

Garae" 2

tionnaires.

The "Rules of the

have been made the basis of health quesOne such is that used at the ^eetfield,

Massachusetts, High School, as a basis for health teaching.
^hlle the habit questionnaire used by the

American Child Health Association in the "Health Survey

of 80 Cities' was originally devissd for the pupils of
1

the fifth grade, it has been used for so sany high school

health habit questionnaires that it is necessary to speak
of it sosewhat fully.

This test consists of 15 questions

1 'Turner, C.E. -*l!alden Studies in Health Edueation"-

Amerlcan Journal of Public Health, ?Jay 1925.
2
**Bules of the Health Case", American Child Health
Association, 5.Y.C.
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coverlng habits of sleep, breakfast, noon lunch, whether

or not the child played out of doors, what and where he
played.

This last question contained a list of places

whoro a child Eight play, and he was supposed to check
one or more of them.

Other questions were asked as to

the number of glasses of railk and cups of coffee drunk,

brushing of teeth, going to the dentist, days lost

frora

school the previous week, and whether or not a baby was

lorn in the family

v.'ithln

the last six months.

This last

quertlon was Included as a check on registration of
births.

Thenever possible, questions were asked regarding

the previous day only, in order to avoid generalities,
xiestlons were definite and objective, and this habit

questionnaire is regarded as the outstanding teBt of its

kind so far produced.
The only correlated health knowledge and habit
1
test was that used by Juliet Bell in 1925, while Mrector

of County Health Demonstration at Kalamazoo, Michigan, in

a study of one- room elementary schools.

knowledge test was one

ma.it in

use of the Oates-°trang test.

This health

1924 but improved by the

Miss Bell considered that

the habit test which she used need further revision.

American Child Health Assocation-"Transactions of the Third Annual Wee ting 19*6%
Vol. Ill, Part II, page 47.

^*MAla Juliet,

By
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the use of these correlated tests, habit performance
\

a.B

found to be Inferior to knowledge, showing that one

does not always do as well as he knows how in health.

Ho study of the relationship between health

knowledge and health habits has been carried out in
regard to high school pupils up to the present time.
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PART II

IIKBiHUiUM OF

DATA

I

Compariso n of Towns
The original plan of the investigator was to

collect data from nine Connecticut Valley towns, three
of which were email rural towns, two of which were towns

having five thousand

to eight thousand inhabitants, and

four larger communities ranging in population from

fifteen thousand to forty-one thousand.

This was expected

to give a norraal sampling of the various types of communities
in the Connecticut Valley.

However, of the nine towns, it

has been necessary to omit the use of four, two of which
failed to identify the questionnaires by names or numbers,

naking correlation and statistical interpretation impossible, and two of which did not return their reports in
tine to be considered at the present writing.

This loft

five towns having environmental conditions approximately

average for the Connecticut Valley.

These towns were

Amherst, Chlcopee, Greenfield, Westfield and
field, which

I

ireet

Spring-

shall hereafter designate as Tl, T2, TZ,

T4, and T5, respectively.

five thousand inhabitants.

Amherst is a college town of
General standards of living

within the town are high, but a portion of the school

— de-

population lives on onion and tobacco fares In the outlying districts, in which standards of living tend to
be lo\7er.
v?ith

Chicopee is distincly an industrial city

a population of forty-one thousand.

Greenfield is

a town of fifteen thousand inhabitants and of moderate

industrial activities.

A State

normal school is located

at Westfield, a typical western Massachusetts town of

nineteen thousand inhabitants.

West Springfield, a tovm

in whiofc market gardening and manufacturing are the

chief occupations, is also a residential suburb of the
city of Springfield.
Pupils* scores on the health questionnaires

were classified and studied by towns in order to help
indicate what environmental factors might influence their

knowledge and health habits.
The most common method of comparing a group of

factors is by a consideration of statistical averages.

Of the various types of statistical averages, the best
known is the arithmetical mean, determined by dividing
the sum of the scores by the number of cases studied.

The arithmetical mean of the scores obtained in each town
on each test is set forth in the following table.
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Flgure

I

Table of average scores for each town, each test
Tl

T2

T3

W

T5

(2) Knowledge
Questionnaire

80.0

71.0

75.0

80.0

76.0

9.0

(1) Habit
Questionnaire

71.5

71.0

70.5

73.0

71.0

2.5

8.5

0.0

4.5

7.0

5.0

Town

difference

Difference

It may be seen that the average score was

higher on the knowledge questionnaire than on the habit
questionnaire, in all but one of the tovms

(

T2)

,

In

which the average scores were the ease in both questionnaires.

This would indicate that it was the aver-

age tendency of pupils to know nore about health than
they put Into practice in their own health habits,

row-

ever, after noting the difference between the average

scores on the two tests we see a range of variation fron
zero to 8.5 in the different towns which suggests that

some factors within the town influence variations in the

relationships between health knowledge and behavior.
Moreover, it is noteworthy that health knowledge scores
were never lower than scores on health habits, yet in
no case was there a difference of nore than eleven points
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oix

a percentage scale, between knowledge and habit scores.

Bef erring again to Figure

It

we note that there

is only a slight variation (2.5 points) between the aver-

age scores obtained by the different towns on the habit,

questionnaire (#1), but there ie a larger difference (9
points) between the average soores obtained on the knowl-

edge questionnaire (#2), whloh indicate a greater variation in knowledge than in habits.
A second form of statistical average which is

used in comparing groups of data is the mode.

The mode

Is that point in the ranking scale at which the scores

of the largest number of cases within a group fall.

The

following table presents the mode for each town in each
test.

figure II
Table of modes for each town. In each test

85.0

10.0

74.5

71.5

14.0

7.5

13.5

75.0
87.0

<J0.0

77.0

64.5

8.0

13,5

85.0

-jentlonnaire

77.0
82.0
83.0

-uLtlonLire

63.0

Difference
( greatest)

20.0

(2) Knowledge

8^.0
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"i tii

the mode ae with the aean, the scores on

the knowledge questionnaire are higher than those on

health habits.

Of these Modes one is triple (Tl,#2),

and two are double (T3, T4, #2) a condition which theo-

retically should not exist, and

trill

detail later (see Part III, page 73).

be considered In
Botlng the

variation between the nodes of the habit questionnaire
and the nodes of the knowledge questionnaire, we find
that the greatest variation is between the low mode (53)
of Tl on the habit questionnaire and the 83 which is
the highest of the triple lode of Tl on the knowledge

Questionnaire, a total difference of 20 points.

If we

exclude the figures for Tl, the greatest difference is
13.5.
A third type of statistical average use* In

comparing groups of data Is the median.

The median Is

which
that point on the scoring scale, above and below

an equal number of cases fall.

The following table

each town on
shows the nedian scores of the pupils of
points
each test. Here we find a difference of 2.5
of 9 ooints
anon~ the scores on test #1 and a variation

aaong the scores on test *2.

however, the differences

*1 and test #3, ranging
in the median scores on test

eleven points variafror 1 to 9, Is still within the
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tlons noted above.

Figure TIT

HHl

of median Rnnrge for each to~n. each tes^
Difference

Tl

T2

T3

T4

T5

QueSnafre

81.0

72.0

76.0

ao.O

78.0

9.0

QucsUonnaire

72.0

71.0

71.5

73.5

71.5

2.5

9.0

1.0

4.5

6.5

6.5

Difference

an existing
In order to portray graphically
and health knowlrelationship between health habits

has been used. The freedge, the frequency polygon
is often used for
quency curve or smoothed polygon
It Is desirable to
treatment of similar data where
to individual variations
reduce the irregularity due
is considered to repreHowever, the frequency polygon
distribution of cases within the
sent the noat probable
tie histogram or the
groans, more accurately than
a i 8 o shows variations
soothed frequency curve.l St
of
the nost feasible type
better, so it *M considered
which
bring out peculiarities
frequency curve to use to
Accordingly,
influencing factors.
ni,Lt point toward the
into classof scores grouped
two frequency polygons

Company, 1925.
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frequency polygons of
eoores of town I on test
0lae)an<i test 2 red
(

I

I
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intervals of five points, were constructed for each
tomi,
on the sasse sheet of graph paper in order to sake
ooa-

parlson easier.

The polygons of scores on the health

habit questionnaire were »ade in blue, and the scores
on

health knowledge sere

ssade in red.

In considering the

polygons smde for Tl, it is easily seen that the health
knowledge scores were higher

Una

the health habit scores.

Sven in the high and low scores, we find that knowledge
exceeds habit since the low score of test ft is in the
50-54 group, whereas the low soore of test

-#2

is in the

55-59 group, and the high score of the habit questionnaire
is in the 90-94 group, while the high score of the knowl-

edge questionnaire is at 95 or above.

However, the general

forms of the polygons do not dosely correspond, indicating
that the relationship between the knowledge and the habits

of the group as a whole, while existing, is not close.
On investigation of the frequency polygon for
72, we find a considerably higher degree of correspondence

than in Tl.

The high score on the knowledge test Is above

the highest on the habit test, but the lowest score is

also lower on the knowledge test although the variation
is not very great.

Examination of the frequency polygon

for T3 and T5 will show that in both cases there is a
slight agreement in general form, that knowledge scores

Lo-

in these cases are also higher than in hnbit scores, and

the

V.

c

difference between the two scores Is not

taore

than eleven.
In the polygon for T4, we find the

sa-se

general

foic of curve for each test, yet they do not correspond
as closely as the frequency polygons for ?2, T3, and T5,

Nevertheless, the amount of variation between the habit

questionnaire and the health knowledge questionnaire Is
about the same as that of the polygons for the other towns.
For further comparison polygons for each town
on the saae test were constructed on one oaper.

Since

all towns differed in number of cases, the frequency in

actual number of cases was translated into percentage of
the total score for the town, in order to make visual

comparison possible.

On examination of the polygons for

be
all towns on the habit questionnaire (Fig XI), it aay

peculiarities
noted that there are many slight individual
frequency
of forc, but feet the general form of all the

polygons is the sane.

This indicates that in general the

of high
health habits of the pupils of the Junior classes
probably
the same throughout these towns, and

school are

environmental
throughout the Connecticut Valley, but that

variations.
factors within the towns produce some
for all
Turning next to the frequency polygons

V

It-

W>

M ^

^

fc-

V

5So

0-

0^
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Figure VII

frequency polygons of
scores on town 4 on
2.
test I and. test
(Dlue)

3/

(red)

IX
if

-M
-&

t
is

i

-39i'igure VIII

frequency polygons of scores
I and test
of town 5 on test
(blue)

Universal cross

cores

Si

£.

(red)
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questionnaire (Fig. XII),
the towns on tbe health knowledge
agreegreater variation is seen. There is a slight

a ouch

deviations fros it are
ment with the general form, but the
that we say assume that the
so numerous and bo varied

various towns differ
health knowledge of pupils in the
greatly from town to
from the habits in that it varies
toxm.

polygons
The table of modes of the frequency
towns in health habits
ohowo the larger variation between
variation between the Knowlthan in knowledge, and that
11 points in any Utt. It
edge and habits does not exceed
ssall amount of variation from
also calls attention to tbe
grouped with a class- interval
town to town, when scores are

of five points.

whether or not there
In an attempt to discover
between health knowledge and
W as any definite relationship
correlation between the scores
habits, the coefficient of
each town was commuted according
on test #1 and test 42 for
of correlation
Pearman method.* The coefficients
to tbe
-The coefficient of
table.
are oresented in the following
of the relationship between
correlation is a numerical Index
do not agree as to
of paired facts.-* Authorities

M

eats

T^elTnjXTntducatlonal
Century Company,

Statistic." page 150-155,

~heory of Educational
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Figure IX

Coefficients of correlation between scores on

health knowledge and health habit questionnaires.
Town Coefficient of Correlation Probable Error.
Tl

.18

±.09

T2

.36

±.05

T3

.26

±.06

T4

.17

±.06

T5

.26

±.06

what may be considered a reliable coefficient of correlation.

Some set an arbitrary standard at 40, others

at 30, and some judge its value according to the ratio

between the coefficient and the probable error.

If a

correlation must have a positive coefficient of more
than 40, there is no positive correlation at all be-

tween health knowledge and health habit of these high
school rmpils as measured by the questionnaires.

How-

ever, when a coefficient of correlation of 30 is con-

sidered to show a definite relationship that of T2 may
be said to show that there is a positive relationship

between the health habits, and the health knowledge of
the puoils of the high school in T2.

servative ratio

Applying the con-

between the probable error and the

WW

Figure X.

W&M

aodea

frequency polygons for each town.
each test

|M
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Habit
Questionnaire

70-74

65-63

70-74

70-74

70-74

5

80-84

70-74

75-79

80-84

80-84

10

JJ.

12.

II

&

Difference

rnot?lcdge

Questionnaire
Difference

10

5

5

10

10

coefficient of correlation which is approved by "onroe 1
of 1 to 4, we find

t?

at T2, T3, and T5 indicate a

positive relationship.

'Honroe, w.S., "An Introduction to the Theory of "ducatlonal vcnsureraents" , Fou^l ton Klfflin Company, 1923,
-e

347.

-43iTigure

'II

frequency polygons of scores 61 all
towns on test I.
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frequency polygons of
scores of fall towns
on test 2.
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II

Coaparison of Povs and Girls
In the preceding section, we have presented data

concerning pupils grouped according to the towns in which
they attend high school, in order that they may be used
to suggest whether or not environmental factors influence

the relationship between health habits and health knowl-

edge.

Another factor which night influence health habits

or knosledge and therefore also influence the relationship between them is the sex of the pupil.

There has been

a corsson assumption, based on general observation, that

girls are sore careful than boys In aatters of cleanli-

ness and health.

It shall be the purpose of section II

to set forth data which nay be used to indicate whether

or not this assumption is well founded in the case of
these Connecticut Valley high school pupils; and whether

their sex influences the relationship between health

knowledge and habits.

The siaplest, clearest, and there-

fore, the most effective method of comparing the scores

of the boys and slrls appears to be the use of the
arithenatlcal siean.

This type of average will be used

throughout the discussion of the influence of sex on

health habits and knowledge.
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Flgure XIII

Table of averages of all girls* scores each town,
each tect

aa

IE

B

m

T5

Knowledge
Questionnaire

79.6

72.8

78.7

80.3

79.2

Habit
Queotionnaire

71.6

72.3

72.1

74.2

72.7

8.0

.5

6.6

6.1

6.5

"own

Difference

Figure XIV
Table of averages of all boye* scores each town,
each test

m

23

T4

a

80.0

69.9

71.5

78.9

71.5

71.0

70.0

68.5

73.7

69.0

9.2

- .1

3.0

5.2

2.5

Town

jn

knowledge
Questionnaire
Habit
Questionnaire

Difference

Figure XIII shows the awe rage scores of all girls of

each town in each test, and Figure XIV presents the

averages of all the boye in each town in each tests.
In Figur« XIII, we see that in every town group the

47

score of the girls is higher on test #1 than on test 42,

This means that for groups classified according to sex
the health knowledge of girls is always greater than

their health habits as aeasured by the questionnaires.
In Figure XIV, there Is a case (T2) In which, aaong boye,

the pupils have better health habits than their knowl-

edge would indicate,

we shall consider this situation

later in the discussion (see chapter 3, page 70).
Figure XV

Table of average scores of all boys and all girls,
each test
Difference

Boys

Girls

Knowledge
Questionnaire

73.0

76.6

3.B

Questionnaire

70.2

72.6

3.6

2.8

4.0

1.0

Difference

Coebinlng these scores for all the boys In all
towns and all the girls In all towns for

each test, we

scores.
find that knowledge scores are higher than habit

than the
However, the averages of boys* scores are lower

averages of girls 1 scores in both tests.
for each
In Figures XVI and XVII average scores
studied biology
test, of the girls in each town who had
with the average
or hygiene in high school are cor^ared
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Figure XVI

f^»W

ot girls and boys who
studied biology or hygiene for oach town. t» t have
*i
?
Town

XI

12

Girls

71.6

69.8

72.9

73.8

72.5

Boys

71.7

72.1

67.4

75.5

69.7

-.1

-2.5

5.5

-1.7

2.8

Difference

11

Figure XVII

Table of average scores of girls and boys who have
.studied biology or hygiene for each town, test 12.

Town

11

T2

11

T4

JJL

(Hrls

79.4

71.5

79.7

81.0

79.3

Boys

79.0

70.6

70.1

79.8

71.6

.4

.9

9.6

1.2

7.7

Difference

scores of the boys in the ease towns who had studied
these subjects.

The girls* scores are all higher on

the knowledge questionnaire.

However, examination of

the average scores of boys and girls who had received

health teaching in connection with high school courses
shows that boys* scores are higher than those of girls
in three-fifths of the towns (Tl, T2 f and T4).

These

scores suggest that boys In towns 1, 2 and 4 have better

health habits than the girls, whereas the girls in T3

3

and T5 have better health habits than the boys.

Further-

eore, we «ay note that the difference between the average

of boys and girls is in no case very great.
Figure XVIII

Table of average scores of girls and boys who have not
rtudled biology or hygiene fo r each town, test |j
Toum

n

T2

T3

T4

T5

Oirls

71.6

73 .

74.1

74.4

74.0

Boys

89.9

67.0

69.9

72.0

64.7

1.7

6.3

4.2

2.4

9.3

Difference

It will be noted that in Figure XVIII the
are higher
scores of girls on the habit questionnaire
girls have not studied
in every town when both boys and
Figure XVIV the
biology or hygiene in high school. In
questionnaire are all
girls 1 scores on the knowledge
where the
higher than the boys' scores, except in 71
the girls' average
boys* average score is higher than

ncore.
of boys
Finally, in our study of the soores
XX and XXI, in which there
and girls, we subsit Figures
boys with all the girls for
is a conparison of all the
these cases the girls
each town on each test. In all
with the exception of 71, in
arc better than the boys,
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Figure xvix

'S^JFJSSESP

80 TO of
2 ?

<9# ^>oy« »*o have not
-

»

~.<t

To?m

XI

22

13

T4

25

Olrle

80.1

73.8

77.6

79.9

78.7

Boys

82.3

68.9

73.3

78.0

71.0

- 2.2

4.9

4.3

1.9

7.7

-

J

— o Jrt;nco

Figure XX

Table of average of all bo ye and all girle.
test *1
Toon

21

12

n

2i

15

Oirts

71.6

72.3

72.1

74.2

72.7

Boys

71.0

70.0

68.5

73.7

69.0

.6

2.3

3.6

.5

3.7

Dif fe renoe

Figure XXI

Table of average of all boys and all girls, each
test

M

tov.Ti,

To TO

11

22

T3

2i

25

Oirls

79.6

72.8

78.7

80.3

79.2

Boys

80.2

69.9

71.5

78.9

71.5

-.6

2.9

7.2

1.4

7.7

Difference

,
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whlch the boys hare consistently been higher than the
ftlrls, In their scores on the health questionnaire,

different forse of comparison,

In

(see Part III, nage 87).
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III
qna^arlaon of funlls Who Pave Stud ied Biology

or H ygiene in High School and Pupi ls Who Rave
not Studied These Subjects
In Investigating the possible relationship

between health habits and health knowledge, It Is
expedient to study the scores obtained by those oupils
school and
who have studied biology or hygiene In high
since these
those who have not studied these subjects,

teaching is
two subjects are those in which health
eaost

high
commonly carried out In Oonnectlcut Valley

schools.

Figure XXII
have not studied
Table of scores of *irls who have and
biology or hvp lene. each town, test fl.

II

12

23

21

T5

Biology or
Hygiene

71.5

69.6

72.9

73.8

72.5

No .Biology
or Hygiene

71.6

73.3

71.1

74.4

74.0

-.1

-3.7

1.8

-.6

-1.5

Difference

Town

forth the
Froo the above table, which sets
have studied biology or
average score, of the girls who
town, It is seen that
hygiene In high school, for each
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in most towns, the average scores of girls who have not

had such health teaching is higher than the soores of
those who have studied biology or hygiene.

Thie in-

dicates that, in most cases, the health teaching of such
oourses hae no effect on health habits of girls, and in
fact, that girls who studied biology or hygiene are more

careless as to their health practices than those who
have not studied biological subjects.

In one town, ?3,

the girls who have had health teaching are higher in

average score than those who have not studied these

biological subjects.
Figure XXIII

Table of scores of girls who have and have not studied
Hfolo^y or hygt—ft, fffltfft tfn—l t—t J8

21

T2

12

T4

T5

79.4

71.5

79.7

81.0

79.3

Ho Biology
or Hygiene

80.2

73.8

77.6

79.9

78.7

Difference

•

- 2.3

2.1

1.1

.8

Town,

Biology or
Hygiene

.8

Figure XXIII shows that in three towns, knowledge of girls who studied biology or hygiene, as in-

dicated by the health knowledge questionnaire, was
greater than that of those girls who did not study such
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subjscts, but that in two towns, Tl and T2, those who

received health teaching had lower average ecoree than
those who did not.

It should also be noted, here, that

in T2 only about one-third of the total nunber of
girls

otudied biology or hygiene at all in high school.

Figure XXIV
Table of scores of boye who have and have not studied

Town

Tl

T2

T3

T4

T5

Biology or
Hygiene

71.7

72.1

67.4

75.5

69.7

No Biology
or Hygiene

70.0

67.0

69.9

72.0

64.7

Difference

1.7

5.1

-2.5

3.5

5.0

Figure XXV

Table of scores of boys who have and have not studied

Town

Tl

T2

T3

T4

T6

Biology or
Hygiene

79.0

70.6

70.1

79.fi

71.5

Wo Biology
or Hygiene

82.3

68.9

73.3

78.0

71.0

difference

-3.3

1.7

-3.2

1.8

.5
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Conparison of the average scores of the boys
who have studied biology or hygiene and those who have

not, for each town, on both questionnaires shows that,
in general, the scores of those boys who have studied

the above biological subjects axe higher than those of
the boys eho did not have that health teaching.

How-

ever, the boys of T3 on both tests, and those of Tl on
the knowledge questionnaire, who did not receive biol-

ogy or hygiene training, have higher scores than those
xiho

did have it.
Figure XXVI

Table of scores of all who have and have not studied

tarn

T2

12.

T4

T5

Slolcgy or
Hygiene

71.6

71.2

68.2

74.6

71.4

Ho Biology
or Hygiene

70.8

71.4

72.3

73.5

70.5

Difference

.8

-.2

-4.1

1.1

1.4

Figures XXVI and XXVII present, on each test,
for each town, the average scores of all the pupils

{regardless of sex) who studied biology or hygiene in

high school.

In Figure XXVI, the scores of the habits

of those who did not study them in T2 and T3.

In the
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Table of scores of all who have and have not studied
blolonry or hygiene, each town, teat £2
Town

Tl

T2

T3

T4

T5

TUolo^y or
Hy-lene

79.2

70.9

72.9

80.4

75.3

Fo Plology
or T'yglene

81,1

82.3

75.6

79.2

75.8

Difference

-1.9

-11.4

-2.7

1.2

.5

.

three other towns (Tl, T4 and T5), although the balance
Is in favor of pupils who studied the above subjects,

it is not very great.

Turning to

figure XXVII, it Is easily seen

that in three towns the knowledge of the pupils who did

not Btudy biology of hygiene scores higher than the

knowledge of those who did study these subjects,
ar;ain,

It aay be noted, that in oases (T4 and T5)

fere,
in

which the larger score was obtained by the pupils who

studied the above- sen tloned subjects, this score was

hardly significantly larger.

In fact, in both figure

XXVI and Figure XXVII, we find the variation between
the different towns within the group considerably greater

than the variations between the groups.

The data in the preceding figures

(

XXVI and

XXVII was recoiabined In Figures XXVIII and XXIX to show
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the relationship between the health knowledge and health

habits as measured by the health questionnaire, when
pupils were grouped as to whether or not they studied
biology or hygiene in high school.
Figure XXVIII
Table of average scores of all pupils who have studied
biology or hy-iene In hl,Th school, test #1 and test .2
Tl

T2

T3

T4

T5

Knowledge
Questionnaire

79.2

70.9

72.9

80.4

76.3

Habit
Questionnaire

71.6

71.2

68.2

74.6

71.4

7.6

- .3

4.7

5.8

4.9

Town

Difference

Figure XXIX

Table of average scores of all pupils who have not studied
hlnlofrv or hveiene In hlKh school, teat *1 and #2
Tl

T2

T3

T4

T5

Knowledge
Questionnaire

81.1

82 • o

75.6

79.2

75.8

Habit
uestlonnaire

70.8

71.4

72.3

73.5

70.5

10.4

10.9

3.3

5.7

5.3

Town

(

Difference

"wen grouped in this way, knowledge of health, as measured
by the questionnaire is found to be superior to the health
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habits of the pupils In both groups, when measured by
the habit questionnaire, In all oases but one (T2,
Fig. XXVIII).

The relationship, If any, between health

habits and health knowledge, as measured In this study,
see-iR to

be closer among pupils who hare studied these

biological subjects than among those who have not had
thlo training,

according to the differences shown in

Figures XXVIII and XXIX.
In order to show, graphically, any possible

relationship between the scores obtained on the health

questionnaire by those who did, and those who did not
study biology or hygiene, four frequency curves were

constructed.

Cf these the histogram on the habit ques-

tionnaire, (Fig. XXX) represents the scores of all pupils
on this test, and indicates that, while the scores of

pupils who studied biology and hygiene are higher than
those of pupils who did not do so, nevertheless, in

general, they correspond very closely.
shoT7S a

Figure XXXI

similar condition in regard to the knowledge of

puoils as measured by the health questionnaires.
scores of those
in

hi;rl;

t?ho

Again,

studied subjects related to health

school are slightly higher than others in their

scores of health knowledge, but In general, knowledge is

much the sase throughout

ti

e

whole group.

T
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iiistograms of scores of
pupils who have (blue)
and have not (red) studied
biology or i^^xeae in
high school, uest 2.

Universal

cr<

J)

The other two frequenoy curves are In the form

of polygons.

Figure XXXII shows the distribution of all

the scores of those who have studied biology or hygiene
in high school, on each of the teste.

The blue polygon,

representing the health habit scores shows that even

aaong pupils who have had this health teach ing, their
habits do not score as high as their knowledge, represented by the red polygon.

Figure XXTIII indicates that

the sarae general situation obtains for pupils who have

not studied biology or hygiene In high school.

However,

scores correspond more closely among those who have not

studied biology than among those who have studied It.

Another method used for comparing two sets of
data is the coefficient of correlation.

In this case

a correlation was made between the scores representing

health knowledge and the scores representing health

habits for both the group which studied biology or hygiene
In hi;?h school and the group srhich did not study these

subjects.

Since each coefficient of correlation indicates

the relationship between tie habits and knowledge of its

group, comparison of these should show whether or not the

relationship is the same in eaoh cas€.

In order to

standardize the groups, the pupils who had not studied

biology or hygiene in high school, being the smaller
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group, were listed with their Intelligence Quotients.
Then pupils with correspond I.Q.s *ore chosen from the
group of those who had studied these subjects.

The

Intelligence Quotients were detenained froa Teraan A
test in Tl, and either Tennan A or 1 in T5.

Since it

was not possible to obtain the I.Q.s from all schools,
the

p;rout>

80 cases.

for correlation was not large.

There are

The Pearson Method1 was used for determining

the coefficients of correlation, in this case.

In the

group who did not study biology or hygiene in high
school, the coefficient of correlation was .15 4.08.
In tho group which did study these subjects

of correlation was .06 ±.08.
eo little correlation,

ti-e

coefficient

This means that there was

in each case, that we are justified

ouch
in saying that no relationship at all was shown in

groups.

The fact that the coefficient of correlation was

or
twioe as large among those who did not study biology
these,
hygiene in high school, as aaong those who did study
may be
suggests that the relationship indicated elsewhere
received, but
greater when no biological teaching has been

email that no
the coefficients of correlation are both so

really definite conclusions can be drawn.
W.S., "An Introduction to the Theory of EducaCompany, 1923,
tional Measur^iente*, Houghton Mfflla
page 337-341.

Wonroe.

.

}

igure XaXxI

frequency polygons of
scores of pupils who
nave studied biology or hygiene
in high school, test I (Diue)
and test 2 red)
(
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frequency polygons ox
scores of pupils who
have not studied biology
or hygiene in high school,
test I (blue) and test 2 (red).
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IV
ffoaoarlson of Unr:ro uped Scores.

In studying the relationship between health

habits and health knowledge of certain high school
pupils, we have, thus far, presented the data con-

cerning such knowledge and habits when pupils are

grouped according to the tovme In which they attend
school,

their sex, and whether or not they have stud-

ied biology or hygiene in high school.

Row we shall

consider the data derived from the two sets of questionnaires when the pupils are un^rouped.
of all scores, each test

Habit questionnaire

Knowledge questional re
Difference

71.58
75.00
3.42

The arithmetical mean of the scores on each

questionnaire, presented above, is significant.

There

is a definite difference between the mean of question-

naire #1 and questionnaire ?2, showing that, when

pupils are ungrouped, the questionnaire scores indicate
that ouoile know r.ore about health than they practice.

Comparing the data for the two questionnaires
the
by use of the median score in each, we find that
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"edlan of all scores, each test

Habit questionnaire

72.5

Knowledge questionnaire

77.0

Difference

4.5

aedlan of the knowledge questionnaire soores is higher

by 4.5 points, than is the sedlan for the health habit
questionnaire.
Sisilarly, a frequency polygon for each tent,
con r true ted upon the saae paper for easier cos-oarison,

sho~s that health knowledge possessed is greater than
that put into practice, according to the pupils 1 scores
on the two questionnaires.

(See Fig. XXXI?).

In these

polygons, cases are grouped into class- intervals of five,
on the aarkinn: scale of 100,

A histogram of all cases

in each test grouped into clase-intervals of ten, shows
in another way that health habits, as measured by the

health questionnaires, lag behind health knowledge.

It

is noteworthy that, In all these means of comparison the

health knowledge scores do not exceed the health habit
scores by sore than 11 points, and that they correspond,
in a general way, within this range. (See Fig. XXXV).
As a final Indication as to whether or not

there is any relationship between health habits and health

knowledge measured by these health questionnaires, a

-67Tijure ZZXIV
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correlatlon was made between all the scores on the

health habit questionnaires, and all the scores on the

health knowledge questionnaires.

This correlation

(.24 *»02) was not very high, but Judging by Monroe's

standard of a 4 to 1 ratio between coefficient of cor-

relation and probable error,

sre

may ooncider that this

sho^s a definite positive relationship between health

knowledge and habits.

Fowever, we should not expect

the coefficient of correlation to be very high when it

nay be seen from the various frequency curves that habit
scores are always lower

thar;

knowledge scores.

The fact

that we have not a negative correlation, but a slight

positive relationship, should be noted.
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PART III
DISCUS8ICW

Health Habits Inferior to Health Fnowledge
It le significant, in comparing scores grouped

by towns, that in no case do we find an average knowledge
score lower than an average habit score.

In Figure I,

we find that the mean of the scores on the health knowl-

edge quertlonriaire ie always greater than the corres-

pond In 3 mean for the health habit questionnaire,

"ore-

over, the modes (Fig- II) of the ungrouped scores on the

knowledge questionnaire are, in each case, higher than
the -odes on the habit questionnaire, ae are also the codes

of tin frequency polygons (Fig. X) in which scores are

grouped in class-intervals of five points.

The medians,

too, (Fig. Ill) show a balance in favor of the knowledge

test scores, In every case.

Furtheraore, on all of the

frequency polygons of scores obtained by pupils of each
town (Figs. V-VTII), the red figure, representing the

knowledge questionnaire, shows its scores to be above
those of the blue polygon representing habit scores.

According to Figure V it would appear that one

exception nuet be

jsade to

the inference that health knowl-

edge is always higher than habits Indicate.

Fowever, the

which only
low score was obtained on a questionnaire on
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a few questions were answered.

(Set below

).

Since

results of such questionnaires were not discarded and
since there was no indication of unusual clreuss stances

interfering, on the questionnaire haw inn; the low score,
this case had to be considered with the others.

.

Never-

theless, it is highly probable that some other factor

entered here, salting it iapossible for the pupil to

answer even all the questions he knew, so this exception
does not invalidate the general theory.
In the comparison of data for boys and girls,

Figures XIII and XIV show that when all scores are considered, results of test #2 are all higher than the

scores on test #1, with the exception of T2, Figure XIII.
In this case, boys of T2 appear to have better health

habits than their knowledge would indicate.

However, on

Investigation of the original questionnaires, we find
that, in test fl there were three cases in which there
r;cre

several unanswered questions, but that in test

a2

there ^ere thirteen oases in which several questions
v?ere

unanswered.

Since there was no tine limit for thece

tests, It was necessary to assume, in all cases,

th?it

when questions were unanswered the pupil did not know the

answer, and questionnaires containing unanswered questions

were not discarded.

Sven assueing that, In every case

but one the questions were unanswered beoause the answers
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were not known , if In one case the low score was due to

nome unknown factor which

did not allow

hies

Halted

the pupil*

tise and

to answer all the questions, this

would explain the slight difference (.1) between knowl-

ond habit scores.

%en

the scores of all boys for all

terms, and of all girls for all towns were combined in

Ft-urc XV the neans of scores for each sex were higher

on

t'.

e

habit questionnaire than they were on the knowl-

edge questionnaire.

Considering,

no??,

the scores grouped according

to whether or not pupils have otudied biology or hyrrlene

in high school, Figure XTVITI shows that, among pupils
t?ho

have studied tLese subjects, the scores on test

H

are all higher than those on test #1, with the exception

of T2.

Figure XXIX shows that, asong oupils who have

not studied biology or hygiene, the knowledge scores are
all higher than the habit scores.

Since this exception

occurs In only one town, and since, for the sane town,
the group which did not study these subjects has an

obno:mally high score on the knowledge queetionnalre,
which would aake the average for the town higher In

knowledge than habit scores, we say consider that sone
factor in the group caused the knor/ledge to be exceeded
•2 points by the habit scores.
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Among the ungrouped scores, the mean health

habit score is lower than the knowledge score, whether,
the statistical average is in the form of the mean

(page 65), median (page66), or the modes of the frequency

polygons (Fig. XXXIV).

With the frequency polygon made

from the scores grouped in class- intervals of five points,

and the histogram, grouped in class- intervals of ten

points (Figs. XXXIV and XXXV) we also find that knowledge
score to be higher than the habit score.
The fact that knowledge scores are higher than

habit scores when pupils are grouped according to the
towns in which they attend school, according to sex,

ungrouped, or, with one exception, when grouped according
to whether or not they have studied biology or hygiene

in high school,

shows that, under the condtions of this

study, health knowledge, as measured by the health

questionnaire, is always superior to the actual practice
of health procedure as measured by the habit questionnaire.
It indicates that knowledge is an accompaniment of effec-

tive health habit training in the class of students

examined, and that a child does not form a good habit,
it is
but he may form a bad habit without knowing that

that it
bad, or he may form a bad habit while knowing
is not a good habit.

This signifies that reliable health

^
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trainlng Is always valuable, since it calls attention
to bad habits and makes possible good health habits,

even if it does not always result in them.

Health habits influenced by health knowledge
Investigation of Figures I, III, and X, shows
that the variations between the soores on the habit

questionnaire and the knowledge questionnaire ranges
fron

to 8.5 In Figure I, 5 to 10 in Figure III, and

1 to 9 In Figure X but that,

in.

none of these cases

does it exceed eleven points on the percentage scale

used for scoring.
As was noted in Part II, section

I,

page 31

variation in Eodes is great, and there are double and
triple nodes.

The abnormally large variation in Tl

in test *1 Figure II, may be explained, to some extent,

by tie fact that these are nodes of ungrouped scores in
a g all number of cases (55).

Since scores were entire-

ly unijrouped, we find the largest mssber of cases (only
4)

occurring at 63, but if even the whole and half

numbers had been grouped we would have found an equal

number of cases (6) at 72 and 72$ t as well as at 63
and 83|.

The large range of scores (from 81$ to 91$)

caused such scanty distribution that the mode is a rather

unsatisfactory measure of the average.

Then, too, we
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have the triple mode In Tl, teat #2 (Pig. II).

Theoret-

ically, theee should not occur, but actually the email

number of cases, the wide distribution, and the similar
experiences of pupils of a single school, in a single
conssunity, oay sell account for such a triple mode.

These

sodea occurred at points where there were five cases.
However, the two double modes, T3 and T4, test
f2, can not be explained on the basis of the swell number

of cases, for in each instance there are over 100 cases,

and the range of distribution, though large, was not ab-

normal.

In T3 we find approximately an equal number of

oases at all score pointa, from 75 to 82, and it so

happens that two points, 75 and 78 each have the largest

number of cases (10).
frost

In T4 the ease situation obtains

scores 77 to 85, with the two points 82 and 85 each

having the largest number of canes (9).

If oases were

grouped as is customary in obtaining certain modes, we
could find, in both towns that the high points would be

represented in the mode at the class- interval containing
the ten points of score, 75 to 85.

Since a difference

in score of only 1% can change the position in the ranking

order of a soore, it is not unreasonable for two scores
as close together as 75 and 78 or 80 and 82 to have an

equal number of occurrences when considering 100 to 150
cases.

The higher amount of variation between the two
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tests

isay

be due to a possibility that the variation is

really greater than that suggested by consideration of
the arithsetlcal aeans, but since the mode of ungrouped

scores is such an unsatisfactory measure of average in

a SKall number of cases with wide distribution, it
appears sore probable that the degree of variation

indicated by the mean is nearer the true one, and that
the mode is not a very valid aeasure of the araount of

difference between the two sets of scores*
conclusions aay

r-lso

The above

be aoplied to the variations (10

and 14) between different towns in the two tests.

On the polygons for each town, also, there is
no separation of ®ore than 11 points between the lines

of the red (knowledge) and the blue (habit) polygons.
Figures XIII, XIV, and XV, where pupils are grouped
according to sex, show variations between the health
l-novledge and health habit questionnaire scores rang-

ing frorc .5 to 8 in Figure XIII, -.1 to 9.2 in Figure

XIV, and 2.8 to 4.0 in Figure XV, but that here again,
the difference does not exoeed 11 points on the per-

centage scale, in any case.
tfhen

pupils are grouped according to whether or

not they have studied biology or hygiene In high school,
between
as in figures XXVIII and XXIX we find variations
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the health habit and the health knowledge question-

naires ranging from -.2 to 7.6 in Figure XXVIII, and
from 3.3 to 10.9 in Figure XXIX.

Here also there is

no variation greater than 11 points.
The polygons (Figs. XXXII and XXXIII) and

histograms (Figs. XXX and XXXI) show that when all
to -.7ns are combined, there is no difference of more

than 11 points in scores on habit and knowledge ques-

tionnaires even when puoils are grouped according to

whether or not they have studied biology or hygiene in

high school.
Among ungrouped scores, there is no difference

exceeding 11 points in either the mean (page 65), or
the median (page 66) between the knowledge and question-

naire scores.

Similarly the histograms of scores

grouped into class- intervals of ten (Fig. XXXV), and
the frequency polygon of scores grouped into class-

intervals of five, show no points, even at the modes,
at which there is a difference of more than 11 points.

Therefore, when scores are grouped according to
the towns (with the exception of the modes), according
to sex of pupils, according to whether or not pupils

have studied biology or hygiene in high school, and even
when they are ungrouoed, the score on the health knowl-
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edge questionnaire is never more than 11 points higher

than the score on the health habit questionnaire.

means that, though the pupil

1

s

This

health habits were never

better than his health knowledge, (see page 66) yet his
knowledge of good health practices, however high in score,
was never much higher (more than 11 points) then his

health habits.

If there were no relationship between

health habits and health knowledge, as measured in this
study, we should expect to find several groupB, in which

knowledge of health scored very much higher than the
practice of good health habits, but such is not the case,
here.

If there were not a positive relationship, we

should expect to find several instances in which the

knowledge scores would be decidedly less than the health
habit score.

Since all scores are higher, for knowledge

higher,
than for habits, but are never more than 11 points
of
logically, if these questionnaires are true measures

conhealth knowledge and habits, health habits may be

they corressidered to influence health habits, so that

pond within 11 points of a percentage scale.
Taking a coefficient of .30 as an arbitrary
to the coefstandard of positive correlation, according
the scores reficients of correlation (Fig. 9) between
both tests, it would
ceived by each pupil in each town on

which there
appear that T2 is the only town in

Is

any
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relationshlp between health habits and health knowledge
as seasured by the questionnaires.

Sven fudging

posltlveness of correlation by the ratio between the
probable error and the coefficient of correlation, on
only three towns (?2, T3 and T5) is there a definite
positive relationship.

It is true that these are the

only cases in which the correspondence, between the
individual oases in actual scores is narked, but the

contention of this thesis is not that the habit score
is the sane as the knowledge score, but that it is al trays

lo^er, yet does not wary unduly froa it.

This eeans that

the knowledge score may be anywhere within a range of 11

points above the hahlt score, and still Indicate that
there is some slight relationship, since it never varies

habit
more than that amount, and is never lower than the

questionnaire score.

Such a relationship night be

indicated by the fact that the correlation is not negadefinite
tive, but would not necessarily be shown as a

positive correlation.
Since, when scores are grouped according to
and ungrouped,
towns, sex, study of biology or hygiene,
health knowledge
the difference between health habit and
between knowledge
scores indicate a positive relationship

correlations do not conand habits of health, and since
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tradict, and possibly do Indicate, such a relationship,
we conclude that, under the conditions of this study,
it is indicated that health knowledge does influence

health habits, so that a larger amount of reliable

health knowledge is accompanied by improvement in health
habits.

Influence of environmental factors on relationship
,

Since a slight positive relationship between

health habits and health knowledge is indicated, it is

desirable to know how certain factors influence such a
relationship.

Figures

I

and III indicate that there are

differences, from town to town, in the variation between

health habits and knowledge as measured by the questionnaire scores.

differences between scores In Figure
9.0 In Figure III.
ttreen the

to 8.5 in the

There Is a range from
I

and from 1 to

However, the greatest variation be-

averages of the habit questionnaires from town

to town is low (2.5), whereas the greatest difference

between the averages of the knowledge questionnaires
frort

town to town is higher, (9.0).

There Is a still greater variation from town
to town, in the difference, ranging from 7.5 to 20, be-

tween modes or ungrouped scores on test #1
(Fig. II).

ancJ

test *2

Also, the variation between modes among
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habit questionnaires is large (14), as is the variation
among knowledge questionnaires (10).

Here, the varia-

tion is greater on the habit questionnaire than on the

knowledge questionnaire.

Because these modes covering

wide distribution of ungrouped cases are not very

representative of true averages (see page 73) conclusions
which the means, medians, and other data Indicate, need

not be greatly modified by the contradictory evidence
Furthermore, modes of the frequency

of these nodes.

polygons (Fig.

X)

show a difference in variation between

health knowledge and health habit questionnaires from
town to town of only one class- interval (5 points), and
the variation from town to town is greater (10 points)

for the knowledge questionnaire than for the habit ques-

tionnaire (5 points).
A part of the lack of correspondence between

habit and knowledge polygons for f

may be due to the

the
fact that practically all children of the class have
sa«*!fi

opportunities for learning about good health

Scouts,
practices through their school classes, Boy and Oirl

education agencies,
radios, district nurse and other health

unable to
but a considerable number of the pupils are
they know
practice all the good health procedures which
in the rural
about, because of the living conditions
unable to get proper
diotrlcts. '?any of the children are
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olecp In eunner becuune they

v/ork

on tne onion and

tobacco farms from early until late.

Also one girl

replied in answer to the question about bathing, that
there was no bathtub in her home.

Others bathed

infrequently because of the difficulty of heating water
enough for baths for a large family on a kitchen stove.
Such factors
rcell

iaake

it impossible for the pupil to do as

as he knows he should.

The evldenoe from the above data indicates
that, in general, there is greater variation in scores

on the knowledge questionnaire than in scores on the

habit questionnaire,

habits of health, as measured by

the questionnaire, appear to be quite uniform throughout
all the tovme, whereas knowledge, as neasured by tent #3
Is no re variable, indicating that knowledge in influ-

enced more by environmental factors than habits are.

Reciprocally, this suggests that health habits are formed

by factors whlob are more constant under varying environmental conditions of different Connecticut Valley towns,
than «rc the factors influencing acquisition of infor-

mation concerning health.
some extent, by imitation.

Health habits are learned, to
Folkways or conventionalities

which are widespread throughout "ew Kngland, at least,
and are known and practiced by all the native parents, and
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qulekly acquired by even foreign-born parents in their

attempts to adapt themselves in this country assist, to
some extent, In the formation of similar health habits

of the children.

Another group of habits is Influenced

by public health legislation.

For example, smallpox

vaccination is a health practice which is common to

practically all sohool children in the towns Investigated,
because there is a state lav In Massachusetts requiring
vacclns.tlon.

Knowledge concerning the reason for this

practice, or even any understanding of it, however, depends

upon health education, and a large proportion of the high
school pupils shoved by their replies that they had very

little idea as to its purpose.

Some factors yhlch teach

health knowledge equally affect all the towns.

This may

be Illustrated by the radio, which is very effective, yet
is common in every town.

A very large

majority of the

pupils, In response to the question as to the care of
teeth said, "Brush then twice a day, and see a dentist
twice a year", and many added, "Quote Amos and Andy".

The radio Is also teaching some practices harmful to
to
health, for many pupils, in answer to the question as
answered,
whether or not a high school pupil should smoke,
they are kind to
"It is all right to smoke Lucky Strikes,
especially fine Boy
the throat". Forever, good teachers,
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would
and Girl Scout leaders, or public health nurses

affect only the pup lie from one community, and probably
only a certain group within the community.

These leaders

towns where
can irsprove the health knowledge only in the
they do their work.

Another factor which might influence

variable
the health knowledge of pupils, yet would be
and
fron town to town, would be the biology, hygiene,

physical education classes.

(See Part II, Section III).

improving
These educational factors are Important in

health knowledge.

If habits do not lag behind knowledge

It is inoortant
no re than 11 points, as has been suggested,

use of all
that health knowledge be improved by making
to Increase
the available eduoatlonal material, In order
Accordingly, this
the transfer from knowledge to habit.

which vary
study indicates that environmental factors

between
from town to town, influence the relationship
of the
health knowledge and health habits of the pupils
towns,
Junior classes of the high schools in the several
knowledge from
by Increasing the variability In health

influenced
town to town, while the health habits, less

throughout all the
by environment, remain more constant
schools.
k
Influence of sex on relationship between health nowledftft

mm* hftalth habits.
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It 1b desirable to know how sex influences

the slight positive relationship, indicated by this in-

vestigation, between health knowledge and health habits

of

V..Q

tovms.

high school pupils in these Connecticut Valley

Figure Vf, which compares the mean combined

scores of boys and girls on both questionnaires, points

out that when ungrouped, there is greater difference

between the health habit and health knowledge scores
for girls (4) than there is for boys (2,8),

In other

words, the relationship between health knowledge and

habits varies according to the sex of the pupil.

There

of the
is no re difference, however, between the scores

boys and those of the girls on the knowledge questiontwo
naire (3.6) than there is between the scores of the
difference,
sexes on the habit questionnaire, (2,8). This

pupils
though slight, indicates that the sex of the
habits.
influences his knowledge more than it affects his

affects the
If thin is so, it follows that a pupil's sex

habits
relationship between health knowledge and health
Knowledge
by varying the knowledge more than habits.
that
changed chiefly by teaching, so It is probable
is

sexes is due to
the differences in knowledge of the two

differences in teaching or learning, and are only
qualities
indirectly due to physiological and psychological
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of boys and girt-**
Influence of sex on knowledge and habit a of health
Moreover, though knowledge scores are higher
than habit scores for both boys and girls, the greater

difference between the tro among girls than boys,
suggests that boys cone nearer living according to the

best standards of health which they know, than do girls.
The scores indicate, also, that boys* health habits are

not as good as girls* habits, and that boys' health

knowledge is not as great as girlB 1 knowledge.
All these factors indicate that the differences

between the two sexes in matters of health are due less
to physiological or psychological differences of boys

anJ "iris than to the variations in training and

environment which boys and girls have.

Thus, the results

of this study point out that the sex of a pupil affects
his health knowledge and habits chiefly by determining,
to sone extent, what subjects he shall study in school,

what he shall

leam

informally, his attitude toward his

knowledge, and what shall be considered conventional for

hie to do.
It has commonly been assumed that the health

habits and health knowledge of girls are better than
those of boys.

In order to discover whether or not this
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ie true, wean scores of boye and girls on the health

questionnaire were corooared when grouped according to
tnrme, according to whether or not they studied biology

or hygiene in high school, and ungrouped.

Girls 1 habit

scorns were higher than boys* pcores in all towns,
ncores
iiera

-srere

ungrouped (Fig.

.

'then

rrhen

boys and girls

grouped as to whether or not they studied biology

or hygiene, habit soores of girls who did not study

biology were higher than those of boys who did not study
these subjects (Fig. XIX).

This indicates that vhen

neither group has been "exposed" to health teaching in
school classes of biology or hygiene, the girls naturally

have better habits than boys, acoording to the question-

naires used in this study.

Several causes

raay

be sug-

Once cause may be that the girl has greater

gested.

opportunity for accumulating health hints which she follows
in order to be attractive.

The boy of this age, scorning

beauty as a feminine trait, does not pay any attention
to

the forms of health teaching which set beauty as their

goal.

The average girl of high school age also reads

more than her boy classmate, and froo her reading she
gleans some health facts which she applies in her daily
conduct.

It is orobable that the sex only affects health

habits indirectly, by varying the training, and the ideals
set before the pupil, In matters of health.
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Health knowledge scores, when grouped according
to towns, were better for girls In all cases, except Tl,

Figure XXI,

Knowledge scores for those who studied

biology or hygiene, are higher in all cases, for girls
than for boys, but among those who did not study these
sxibjects, we find that the girls of Tl are again an

exception.

It is difficult to understand why the boys

of Tl should have higher knowledge scores than the rirls
for Tl, for the girls receive more health teaching in
their Physical education classes, and in a course in
^cme "conosics.

The Girl Scout organization is also

fully as active as the Boy Scout organization, and its

teaching is in favor of the girls,

^ven the living

standards of the families from which boys and girls cone
aro approximately the same in this town, as far as general

observation indicates.

It is possible that boys have

listened to the radio health talks and profited by them
nore than girls have.

However, the writer visited some

classes in biology when these pupils were Sopbomores, and
was impressed by the relative lack of interest of the

girls of this group, and this lack of interest may explain
why the girls did not derive more benefit from the biology
course.

These data indicate that, in general, the popular

assumption thnt p-irls* health habits are better than those
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of boys, ia based on faots when neither boys nor -iris
have had health training In biology or hygiene in high
school,

training,

however, when boys and girls have had mich
ti

e

habits are approximately the same for boys

and girls, and the knowledge of girls is greater than
that of boys, as measured with the health knowledge

questionnaire.

Since a sstaller amount of knowledge,

for boys, produces equally as good habits as

larger

anount of knowledge brings about in girls, we may conclude, logically, that boys who have studied biology or

hygiene apply their knowledge better than girls do.
f

Influence of study of biology or hygiene on relationship

The scores of oupile who studied biology or hygiene in
high school were co?npared with those of our»ils who did
not study tLeee subjects, in order to show

hos?

study of

biology or hygiene influences health knowledge and
health habits, and the relationship betwe-n them.
Then the scores on the health habit question-

naire of nil those who studied biology or hygiene were
collared with scores on the habit questionnaire of all

pupils who did not study either of these subjects, two
towns were found to have better average scores for those
who did not receive biological teaching than for those
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who did.

Croups of boys received higher scores after

study of biology or hygiene than if they did not study

these subjeots, in all but one town, yet girl© in four
towns received higher scores if they did not study these

biological subjects.
r.;iy

Considering health knowledge, it

be noted that in un^rouped cases, in groups of boys

only,

find

in groups of girls only, there are nearly ao

nany instances in which scores of those who

did!

not

study biology or hygiene are higher than scores of those
•-ho

lid study these subjects as there are of the reciprocal

relationship.

The differences, also, are not great in

any case except T2 Figure TXVII.

The great variability

denotes that according to the conditions of this investigation, the study of biology and hygiene in the schools

tested does not positively Influence health knowledge
to any extent raeasureable by the health questionnaires.

In general, health habits were improved by courses
In biology or hygiene, for boys.

For girls, however,

habits were usually not better after study of these subjects.

Since boys who have not studied biology or hygiene

in high school have higher scores than boys who have

not studied then, and since girls' scores are just as

high as before studying these courses, it say be that
r

'lrls* health habits are as good as they can be without

special habit training, (which is seldoa a part of biology
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or hygiene courses).

It may be, also, that the courses

in biology and hygiene are now so taught as to cause

boys to apply what they learn, but not so taught that
they appeal practically to girls, since

T,e

have seen

that boys profit more, in improved health habits, if
they study these subjeots than do girls.

Since we find a range from -.3 to 7.6 (7.9
points) in the difference between health knowledge and

habit scores when all the scores of pupils who studied

biology or hygiene in high school are combined, and a
tests
range of 3.3 to 10.4 (7.1 points) between the two

when pupils have not studied these subjects, it seems
does
that the relationship of health habits to knowledge

not vary much from town to town, after study of biology
or hygiene.

The fact that these differences are smaller

suggests
where ouplls have studied these subjects, hoover,

closer
that there is a relationship, which is a little
subjects,
for those pupils who have studied biological
rchen all

scores arc combined.

Application in ed ucational field
During the course of this study, certain facts
the Junior
have been indicated as true of the pupils in

schools
classes of certain Connecticut Valley high
and
according to the measurement by health knowledge
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and health habit questionnaires under the conditions of
this investigation.

since these pupils represent prac-

tially all of the group studied, rlth the errors of

samlimr reduced

to a ralnirsua, and since the coaaunltles

studied are fairly reprccentatlve of Connecticut Valley
totmn, if the se&surement is valid, the facts brought

out ought to be applicable to all pupils in high schools

of the Connecticut Valley, and nay indicate tendencies
ar.ong high school

puoils in general,

Moreover, knowledge of these facts suggests

certain educational lTplications and applications.
we note first, the etrong indication thnt

health knowledge is always superior to he- 1 th habits.

Data referred to above (Part III, page 69 to 73

)

show

that the health knowledge, as neaeured and scored with
test #2 is greater in amount than the knowledge applied
In health habits, as seasured by test *1.

According to

much
the scores on que2tlonnalres, the habits may be as
the knowlas 11 points on a percentage scale lower than

edge of the saae pupil.

Since,

sosie tines,

the scores

to
closely correspond, It must be possible for habits

nearly reach the standards known.

The town in which a

both
pupil lives, and his sex, influence his habits, but

of these bring their influence to bear chiefly through
education.

If health behavior can be as high as the
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standards known, it Is the duty of the educator to see
that it approaches this ideal state as nearly as possible.

In order to make health habits better we reust

increase transfer from knowledge to habits.
Tliis

may be done by using no re interest ing and

Impressive methods of health teaching,

^'e

have seen that

"Anos and Andy", over the radio, have penetrated nearly
every Lome, and by daily repetition of their message,

combined with other material lnterert of crreat interest
to children, made the slogan "Brush your teeth twice a

day, see a dentist twice a year", well known

all the towns Investigated.
su r;ests that, by the

saxae

tr

rough

The gre\t success of

ti

is

method, the radio ml~ht uell

be used for other phases of health education.
also be UBed, through contests

arid

It might

clubs, to Improve

health habits, as the "3afety rrusaders" are tryinc to
improve safety habits.

Transfer may also be Increased by more systematic checks on the results of health education, such as
are afforded by the medical examination, the height-age-

nelght scale, daily inspections, self-scoring cards,

decrease in number of absences, and correction of physical
defeots.

If such checks are used, results must be shown

and interpreted to the pupil in order to stimulate Inter-

est and endeavor.
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Transfer from health knowledge to health
habits say be Increased within the school by core
interesting courses in health, by teachers who have,
the-selves, pocitlve health, and by teachers who know

how to correlate health teaching and activities with all
the other lessons and activities, and have the patience
to carry out thoroughly the checks such as inspections

and contest in habit scores.

As M* T. Davis says, "The

naklng of posters, weighing and measuring, the health
clown, the health plays corapetetive health games, all

aake a direct appeal to the child,

sore instruction,

1
the health talk, Is of little use."

that health knowledge does appear positively
to Influence health habits is of educational value,

because it justifies teaching health in high schools,

even aa It is

nos?

taught, and because it

1~.

lies there

should be some method of health teaching In every school
In the
in order to keep the health of the school child

best of condition, and provide a generation of healtheducated parents for the pop lis of the future schools.
The fact indicated, that environmental factors

Influence health knowledge in varying amounts fros town
means that
to town, but Influence habits very little,
*.W. -Questionnaire "ethod in health Education"
Elementary School Journal, 23:386.

1 -Davis,
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nore should be done to try to improve health habits.

This implies that each town should use all the educational factors at hand to make henlth knowledge
ulderrsread so It can Influence habits, but also, that

there needs to be health habit training as such.

The

factors which vary most from town are the school teachers,
the public health nurses, the courses of study In health
-

or!:,

opportunities for practice of good health habits,

and the parents.

The factors, among these, which are

being least improved, in the Connecticut Valley, are the
laottso, which are really phases of the same one, the

parents.

As f* f. Davis says, *?he parent is the greatest

1
factor in the formation of health habits, good and bad."

Parent education is greatly needed if habits of health
arc to be really improved, for the school can make little

orogress against the constant ridicule of parents.

If

parents realize the importance of good habits on the
future, and even the present child health, they will make
that
more effective attempts to make the environment such

good health
it will be possible for the child to practice

habits,

^ork late at night for the school child will be

decreased if not eliminated, and an attempt, at least,
will be made, to provide opportunities for frequent

throve the
bathing. ?'ost of all Parent education woul
*
i-Uavl s, w.w. "Questionnaire Method in Health *Tducat l ° n »
Element «ry School Journal, 23:386, 1923.
rf
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food habits of school children, and the constant use of
coffee, tobacco, and alcoholic liquors.
The study of the influence of sex on health

habits and knowledge indicates that more tine and effort
should be spent in improving the health knowledge and

habits of boys, since they appear to be behind girls
in every way, yet it is indicated that when boys know

what is right to do, they raor« nearly practice their
ideals in the matters of health.

The indication that biology and hygiene courses
health
In high school do not appreciably affect either

knowledge or habits, does not mean that the course is
the
not very good for Its kind, but does lndioate that
opportunity
is not making the most of an exoellent

school

for correlation of health work tith

subject matter

related to It.
The educational recommendations may be summed

up as follows: (1) parent education In health, (2)
more
increased health education for boys especially, (3)
health nurse,
use of such agencies as the radio, public
IncorpoScout organizations, and school teachers, (4)
and hygiene
ration of more health teaching Into biology

classes.
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PAHT TV
COFCLUSIOKS.
pupils
1. This Investigation indicates that the
of certain
in the Junior classes of the high school

Connecticut Valley towns know aore about good health
procedurer, according to the measurement by the health
their health
knowledge questionnaire, than they apply in
the health habit
habits, according to the measurement by
r.uentionnaire.

core than
2. The health habit scores are never
accord in- to
11 points lower than the knowledge scores,
the questionnaires.
3. This indicates tfcnt,

though pupils always

in their habits,
know rorc about health than they apply
within a definite
habits do correspond with knowledge
r

scores).
ive (11 oolnts on the questionnaire
a
4. Such a correspondence may be called

and habits, under
positive relationship between knowledge
the conditions of this study.

relationship Is
5. The degree of this positive

variation and
slightly influenced by ser, the smaller
between knowledge
consequently the greater relationship
and habits of boys.

hygiene in high
6. The study of biology or
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school appears to have very little affect on either

knowledge or habits; or the relationship "between them.
7. Since there is a slight positive relation-

ship between knowledge and habits, increase in knowl-

edge sboulJ bring about some improvement in habits.

Pocoi^endatlons :
It is recommended that this increase in

knowledge be broughc about by more effective health
teaching through a definite program of health education
to be carried out by schools, clubs, and the radio.

It

from knowledge
is further recommended that the transfer
in the
to habit be increased, by systematic checks

education
school upon health habits, and by parental
-asking possible
in health practices for the purpose of

possessed by pupil
a definite transfer of the knowledge
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